Label-free fluorescent and electrochemical biosensors based on defective G-quadruplexes.
Abnormal levels of guanine closely associated with plenty of diseases are usually used as a biomarker for clinical diagnosis. In order to detect guanine and its derivatives accurately, in this paper, a defective G-quadruplex (DGQ) containing a G-vacancy at one of its G-quartet layers, and two kinds of G-quadruplex specific indicators including thioflavine T (ThT) and hemin were used for constructing a fluorescent and an electrochemical biosensor, respectively. In brief, a G-rich DNA probe is designed to form either hairpin or DGQ structure. In the absence of guanine, G-rich probes prefer to maintain hairpin structure and nearly have no interaction with ThT or hemin, leading to almost negligible signals. Upon addition of guanine, the G-rich probe fold into DGQ structure and then the G-vacancy in it is filled up immediately by guanine via Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds, resulting canonical G-quadruplex formation. Accordingly, ThT or hemin can selectively combine with G-quadruplex, giving rise to distinct fluorescent or current signal changes for label-free detection of guanine. Benefiting from the perfect discriminative ability of guanine towards DGQ and ThT/hemin against standard G-quadruplex, the fluorescent and electrochemical biosensors present better sensitivity and selectivity for guanine detection with the limit of detection (LOD) as low as 18.26 and 0.36 nM, respectively. Successful attempts were also made in applying the proposed electrochemical biosensor to detect guanine in drugs and urine, obtaining satisfactory recovery rates of 99~104% and 96~106%, respectively.